Abstrat-This paper p m n t s a new methad to deal with the dynamics of the system must be stationnary and a lot Of nonlinear filtering problems in discrete time. Our approach is data, i.e. ( z t , yl,. . . , yt) samples, are required to the learning based on radial basis neural networks and on the principle of phase, which is in conflict with the difficulty of observing particles filters. More precisely, the usual learning phase of the the state variable zt. These two points are the main obstacles network is replaced by the generation of a lot of particles, i.e. simulated system trajectories. Particles so generated correpond to the use of neural network for filtering. &'ut C o~v e r g~ to the optimal filter' when the of particles grows. Second, the implementation is very simple and the computational time is reasonable. And finally, on simulations good pe~o,.,,,auces are ohsewed with fespect to that of the Extended Kalman Filter and that of an ovtimal recurrent neural learning da;a. It only needs to know the functions f t and ht. But at each time t, a new perceptron with one more entry must be optimized. 'Then a bigger and bigger optimization vroblem must be solved 'at each time which is unrealistic network.
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in oractice. Thev orooosed another method 111 with finite
I. INTRODUCTION
, .
memory to avoid this problem. This other approach is useful online but it lacks for theorical properties.
There is a wide variety of situations in biology, chemistry or physics which express themselves as filtering problems. They all can be modeled as dynamic systems of the form Taking account of the recurrent structure of the filtering problem, Lo 1121 used a recurrent neural network to keep this fundamental aspect. He showed the convergence of the output of the recurrent network to the optimal filter when (I) the number of neurons grows up. In practice the number of neurons could be quite small but the learning data must where at time t , x t E Rs is the unobserved state of the be very large. Lo's approach only needs training data. The system, yt E Rd is the observed variable and e t , q are knowledge of f t and ht in ( I ) is not required.
independent stochastic noises.
Yee [I81 showed the great approximation potential of Usually in filtering theory the model functions f t , h t , the the radial basis neural networks. He also presented some probability density functions of ~, q~, are supposed to be applications to nonlinear filtering. On the Lo's example, the known for all t, as well as the initial probability distribution performances of the radial basis network of Yee are very
close to that of the recurrent networks, but with fewer data The goal is to find a good estimate of the state xt at each time needed. And like Lo's, Yee's network doesn't need to know t. The conditional probability distribution of xtlyl,. . . , yt the system model. solves the problem, but is very difficult to estimate. Only In some applications it is more realistic to assume the the conditional expectation E[xtlyl, I . . , yt] is estimated and knowledge of the functions f t and ht than to have a lot constitutes the optimal filter in the mean squared error sense, of data for training. Yee's solution is attractive because of Except for the Kalman Filter ([ll]) in the linear and Gaussian its good performances with few learning data. But we are case, there is no dimensional finite solution to the problem of interested in finding a method which doesn't need previous filtering, in the general model case. Several rough methods . data at all, because of the difficulty or even the impossibility have then been proposed. The most famous is the Extended to get a series of measures of the couple (zt,gt) in some Kalman Filter (use of the Kalman filter on the linearized situations as biotechnological processing, which is our main model) which often performs well in practice but may diverge field of interest. sometimes. Several variants of the EKF were built but none Quite different other methods based on intensive Monte-Carlo of them came really to sight because of lack of theorical simulations have recently been developed for nonlinear support and unperfect behavior.
filtering in discrete time. Over the last years, there has been Among filtering approximation tools, the neural networks a lot of papers on intensive computing, Monte-Carlo methods nttracted the attention of some authors (see for example and their applications, see for example Doucet & al. [4] . Haykin & al. [IO], Haykin [9] ). Indeed neural networks are Among them, those developed for filtering, the so called universal approximators. It is then natural to try to use them particle filters, can be very efficient under some conditions. for filtering. But to use directly feedforward neural networks, They consist in generating particles according to (I) . These
0-7803-7898-9/03/$17.00 02003 IEEE particles are simulated trajectories which evolve at each time step. The weight of each particle is its statistical likelihood computed on the observations y1,. . ,yt. The empirical probability measure associated to these weighted particles is an estimate of the conditional distribution of ztlyl, ' . , ,yt.
But, this simple approach has encountered some difficulties in practice ([14]). More refined alternatives have then been developed. Among them, the interacting particle filter ( [ 6 ] ) which combines theorical convergence properties with good practical behavior. In this paper, we propose to use the Monte-Carlo principle to build a radial basis network, in which trajectories generated as in particle filter methods, replace the network parameters. The parameter learning phase is then replaced by the particle evolving phase. The time of computation is then drastically reduced and it allows to consider an on-line use. This new approach of nonlinear filtering in discrete time is presented in the first part of the paper. The convergence to the optimal filter is shown in the second part. A limited-memory version of this approach, easier to deal with in practice, is presented in the third part. The last part is devoted to the comparison of our approach performances with that of the EKF and other ones like Lo's and Yee's.
RADIAL BASIS FILTER
The proposed filter is based on radial basis networks. The network kernels play an essential role in its structure. Let us first explicit the mathematical properties of the considered kernels and let us introduce some notations used in the paper.
A. General notation
A kernel Kq is a bounded function of Rq into E3 such that K,dX = 1, where X is the Lebesgue measure.
A Parzen-Rosenblutt kernel is a kernel Kq such that For example, the gaussian density, t H 1/fiexp (-z2/2) or the uniform density l~-o.5,0,6~(z) are positive ParzenRosenblatt kernels.
The width of the kernel function K , is governed by a window width parameter or dispersion parameter, h.
We assume that at each time t there exists a continuous function Ft : ( y l , . . . , y t ) ++ E ( z t l y l , . . . , y t ) . This function is the optimal filter in the mean squared error sense.
Let yt = (yl,. . . , yt). Let pt be the probability distribution function of the couple (yt,zt). The optimal filter can be written as E[ztlyt] = &(yt)/gt(yt), where $t(Y) = Jzdpt(Y,z) and gt is the probability density of the yt distribution. This expression of the optimal filter allows to link the radial basis networks presented below with the usual nonparametric regression methods.
E. Construction of a radial basis filter (RBF) ;
As explained previously, trajectory generation is the core of the network building. Let us consider the following on-line is the sum of Dirac functions on simulated samples (Zt,;,S:) following the distribution pt : P,,~ = The empirical measure P, ,, is the basic element of the estimators of Qt(yt) and gl(yt). Theorical properties of these estimators are studied by Devroye([7] ), Bosq([3] ) or Gyrfi & al. ([SI) . The proofs of the following theorems can be easily deduced from Bosq([3] )'s results.
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Update of the referelice trajectories : For i = 1 , . . . , n, by applying (1) to the couple (j.t,i,&,i) one gets (j.t+l,irgl+l,i) . The step 3 can be improved. If at timet a trajectory (or a neuron) has a weight wt,; close to zero, the same will be true at the next time. This trajectory becomes useless. It would be interesting to replace it by one which has a big weight. In other words, the evolution of the trajectories would have to be subjected to a selection, with only the most useful trajectories being allowed to survive and reproduce. Del Moral (151) studied this problem in the case of particle filters such that gt(yt) # 0 we have
n-CO I n probability.
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for dynamical systems with additive noise on the observations. He proved the convergence of his particle filter under strong assumptions with a trajectory selection criterion based on the Under other assumptions on the kernel K t d associated the network, Lp-convergence can be shown : Theorem 2 (L'-convergence): Assume E[llztlIP] < w with p 5 1. If Ktd in R, is a positive kernel with a bounded support and is minorated by a positive constant we have noise probability density. A simpler way to 'improve the algoritm is to take a lesser and lesser account of the oldest observations, by introducing a forgetting factor a. In this way, the weight evolution in step I can be replaced by
The factor a € ] O , l ] is chosen arbritrarly, the former observations being all the less influential that 01 is closer to zero. Another solution, rather crude, is to limit arbitrarily the memory, so that a small weight at time t does not condemn the evolving trajectory to keep a small weight at all the next times.
In practice, we used the last two methods, because they are very easy to implement and they ensure convergence to the optimal filter (see part 3 and 4).
2) About the size of the network: The number of neurons usually required by our RBF (more than 500 in general) is much more larger than the number of neurons usually required by a perceptron (often less than 50). But the time of computation, although greater than that of the EKF, is much more lower than the time required by the learning of classical neural networks.
CONVERGENCE THEOREMS
As said previously, the optimal filter can be written as $1(yt)/.91(yt). The output of the network built in section B provides consistent approximations of Gt(yt) and gl(yt). with respectively the numerator and the denominator of (2) .
The use of a forgetting factor cy is quite compatible with the previous theorems. In fact, its introduction does not change the nature of the kernel, and the assumptions of the theorems are still satisfied. The first problem alluded to in the previous remarks appears through the condition limn--n h c = CO. From a practical point of view, t is growing up, so n must also grow up and h, must tend to zero accordingly, otherwise there.is no convergence. The memory limitation solves this problem but of course it raises an other one. This issue is investigated in the next section.
Iv. LIMITED M E M O R Y FILTER (IMF)
Some good reasons can be advocated to reduce the memory of the filter. One of them is connected with the noise. The dynamical system (1) is noisy at every time. Due to cumulated effects, the information contributions of the oldest observations could seem negligible by comparison with that of the nearest ones.
In this section we assume that only the T latest observations influence the expectation of the state x1 at time t. It is then only necessary to know yt,T = (y1,yt-1,... , y t --~) . This natural assumption is very convenient in practice since it makes possible to build a radial basis network with a fixed dimensional structure (reduction of the computational time).
Under this assumption, the limited memory optimal filter in the mean squared error sense is
Let us assume, that the application F t ,~ : yt,T H is continous. The previous approach can be adapted to this limited memory case by replacing yt and $: by yt,T and $: " respectively. We then get the same theorems as that in the general case for the limited memory case : Theormi 3 (convergence in probability): 
Like in section 111, LP-convergence can be established by slightly changing the assumptions on the kernel associated to the network : The main advantage of the Limited Memory Filter over the Radial Basis Filter, is that the asymptotics on the number of kernels is independent of the time t , and only depends on the memory size T . The total number of neurons required in the network doesn't still have to grow up with t.
V. APPLICATIONS
For the following applications, our filters are built with a gaussian kernel of Etq, K : t H (2rr)-9/2exp{-/lt112/2}.
To compare the performances of our RBF and LMF filters with that of the EKF and that of the other neural filters previously cited, we used the Root Mean Squared Error. The RMSE is to be computed on N = 500 trajectories composed of 120 time points each :
Two different case studies are considered. The first one involves a nonlinear system and the second one a linear system. In the nonlinear case our radial basis network filters are compared to the Yee and Lo ones. In the linear case the convergence to the optimal filter, i.e. the Kalman filter, is demonstrated by using a large number of neurons. RMSE : LMF (--) (T,n,h)=O,BM),O.l) and RBF (-) (n,h.a)=(800,0. I ,0.35) with zo -N(-0.5,0.12) and ut,ut denoting statistically independent standard white Gaussian sequences N(0,l). The EKF diverged severely for this system and its RMSE is not shown in fig2. The RMSE of our RBF and LMF are quite acceptable with respect to other approaches as that of Yee (RBN) and Lo (NFFR, NFRN) (cf. ( 0 , l ) . In order to further assess the potential. of our two filters, we also compared them to the Kalman filter when this last one is optimal i.e. in the linear Gaussian case as is the case of system SZ. According to the previous theorems, to approach the optimal filter by our RBF and LMF it suffices to increase the number of neurons. The figure 3 shows the RMSE of the Kalman filter for system 5'2 and that of the RBF with 5000
neurons, for each of successive 120 time steps. As showed by table I1 the performances of our filters are very close to that of Kalman's. The number of neurons used to get these results is rather large, but it illustrates the theorical asymptotic convergence. In fact, for an RBF with 500 neurons the mean RMSE is already close to 0.24.
These two examples show how practically our RBF and LMF filters are able to approximate the optimal filter. Presently, we use empirical methods to choose the values of +be RBF and LMF parameters : n, h,, cy, T . The main rule is : increase n increase the quality. From the computational time point of view a quite large n is acceptable. To compute the RMSE on 500 trajectories of 120 time points each with a RBF of 5000 neurons, as shown in fig 3, less than 20 minutes (on a Pentium IV 2.5Ghz) were needed.
VI. CONCLUSION The radial basis filters presented in this paper are very promising, because they don't need any training samples (hardly available in most real situations) and possess theorical and practical properties of convergence to the ideal optimal filter. With respect to the particle filters they don't require the analytic' knowledge of the sample likelihood. Morever, the determination of the optimal parameter values n.h,, (Y or T is not so critical. Some papers in nonparametric estimation theory deal with the choice of n and h , (for example see [I61 or [ 2 ] ) but there is no general method to do it. The choice of cy for classical particle filters is studied in ([14] ). But its adaptation to our approach is not simple. Futhermore it can be shown that, the convergence properties of the RBF and LMF filters are kept when the standard error of the noise is unknow and has to be consistently estimated as requested for the trajectory simulation. The method presented in, this paper could be generalized.
It is possible with a similar approach to build a consistent approximation of the conditionnal density p(xtlyl,. . . , y t ) .
But such an approximation falls outside of the neural frame used for estimating the conditional expectation of the state Zt.
